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Abstract33

Distant metastasis is the most lethal hallmark of cancer [1]. Neverthe-34

less, due to a lack of suitable markers, the emerging motility of cancer35

cells only has a negligible impact on current diagnosis and prognosis36

[2]. In cancer clusters of solid tumours, cooperative unjamming transi-37

tions generate regions of unjammed motile cells, as we could show by38

vital cancer cell tracking in patient-derived tumour explants. Thereby,39

cancer cells and their nuclei collectively deform/elongate to squeeze40

past each other. The cells’ differing shapes and densities, and nuclei41

of jammed and unjammed cancer cells can serve as the first reliable42

motility marker in static images such as histopathological slides. A43

retrospective clinical study that strongly correlates unjamming with dis-44

tant metastasis demonstrates that unjamming within primary tumours45

is part of the metastatic cascade. With the histological slides of two46

independent breast cancer patient collectives, we train (N=688) and val-47

idate (N=692) our quantitative prognostic index based on unjamming48

regarding metastatic risk. Our index corrects for false high- and low-risk49

predictions based on nodal status. Combining information derived from50

the nodal status with unjamming may reduce over- and under-treatment51

and significantly improve the understanding of the metastatic cascade.52

Keywords: Biophysics, Cell mechanics, Tissue mechanics53

1 Introduction54

An estimated 2.1 million women were diagnosed with breast cancer in 201855

worldwide. In the same year, over 600,000 women with breast cancer died56

[3] primarily because of the systemic, invasive nature of the disease [4].57

The risk of developing distant metastases is predominately assessed via the58

tumour’s grade, size, and status of lymphatic (vessel) invasion. Without59

precise diagnostic guidance at hand, Tumour boards must decide between a60

broad spectrum of therapy options after surgery. This has resulted in a wave61

of efforts to establish new prognostic molecular tumour markers such as novel62

gene signatures. However, therapy decisions that consult gene expression tests63

do not necessarily result in a change in the survival rate [5–7]. Up to now,64

these signatures show moderate concordance [6–9].65

Currently, the invasion of nearby lymph nodes is the sole indicator of cancer66

cell motility in diagnostics and constitutes the most important marker for the67

prognosis of distant metastases [10]. However, significant ambiguity remains68

since ∼ 30% of women without lymph node invasion develop distant metas-69

tases. In contrast, another ∼ 30% of women with lymph node invasion remain70
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distant metastasis-free 10 years after surgery [11]. Furthermore, except for the71

invasion of lymph nodes, no marker – neither molecular nor histopathological72

– reliably accounts for cell motility [2], which is an early and essential step73

in the metastatic cascade [1]. Thus, cancer cell unjamming to detect motility74

may complement current diagnosis as a prognostic marker and help to reeval-75

uate the process of metastasis.76

In standard histological slides of breast cancer used in clinical routine, we77

observe regions of dense cancer cell clusters embedded into the extracellular78

matrix. Over 90 % of cancer cells are in clusters > 600µm2 (compare Fig. 4).79

These clusters are the focus of this study. There is no visible space between80

the cells in the primary breast cancer cell clusters depicted in Fig. 1. This is81

true for both distinct regions with elongated (Fig. 1 B) and roundish (Fig.82

1 A) cancer cells and nuclei. For these dense cellular islands with no space83

for a cell to move [12], it is not intuitively comprehensible how cells divide84

or migrate against their obstructing neighbours. Fluidisation of the clusters85

by cell unjamming can solve this problem [12]. However, cells can only move86

collectively by exchanging positions [12–16] and in concerted motion [17].87

Theories for cell unjamming typically coarse-grain the enormous molecular88

detail of cells into a mechanical phenotype, with properties such as cell89

stiffness and adhesion, and explain collective cell migration phenomena by90

emergent effects [15, 16, 18, 19]. In these theories and previous experimental91

studies [12, 14, 17, 20, 21], the cell and nucleus shape, as well as the packing92

fraction of cells, were found to be potentially important parameters that93

describe unjamming transitions. Theoretical physics has predicted that cell94

unjamming might be purely shape-driven [15, 16], where the cells squeeze by95

each other, which requires no free space. Cells perform a jamming transition96

during embryonic development as cell density increases and cells have no97

more space to move [20]. However, there is an ongoing discussion on whether98

the shape or density drives unjamming transitions and, consequently, the99

correct parameters to describe the phenomena [13]. Cell aggregates with elon-100

gated cell and nucleus shapes permit cells to pass by each other and foster101

unjammed cell clusters, whereas jammed cell clusters are characterised by102

more roundish cells and nuclei that hinder collective cell rearrangement [12].103

One essential process is the active deformation of cells and nuclei to squeeze104

through and exchange positions with their neighbours, validated by vital cell105

tracking and segmentation in patient-derived tumour explants. However, this106

shape-dependent process is further modulated by nucleus density, which was107

never incorporated as a mechanical obstacle into these models and theories.108

Mediated by the softer cytoplasm, the rigid nuclei mechanically feel each109

other. Furthermore, since the cytoplasm is much softer than the nuclei, more110

space between the nuclei might foster unjamming and less space cell jamming,111

respectively. For this reason, we decided on an investigation of both shape and112

density as static observables of motility in our retrospective clinical study.113

This concept is illustrated in a simplified schematic phase diagram in Fig.114

1 C that coarse-grains complexities of inhomogeneous tumours. Previously115
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published state diagrams for cancer cell unjamming have not considered the116

direct impact of cell nuclei. Here we present a new state diagram that con-117

siders nucleus shape as part of the Shape Index and uses a measure of nuclei118

density as the other axis [13, 17, 22, 23]. In this study, we evaluate the extent119

of cancer cell motility in cell aggregates in primary tumours, which we expect120

to be an early prerequisite for distant metastases. Cell tracking allows us to121

confirm that motile cancer cells are elongated in cell and nucleus. Further-122

more, we assess cell and nucleus shape and density in histological slides and123

show that they are linked to metastatic risk in a training collective of 688124

and an independent test collective of 692 breast cancer patients. This allows125

us to develop a fundamentally different and novel prognostic approach rooted126

in biomechanics and cell motility that applies to standard histological slides.127

This strategy overcomes the current limitation that cancer cell motility in the128

primary tumour can only be detected in vital tissue by directly observing cell129

motion, which is not feasible for routine diagnostics.130

This perspective-shift in diagnosis from molecular biology to emergent,131

physical effects in the tumour collective leads to a groundbreaking different132

prognostic marker. It provides essential information missing in cancer diag-133

nostics and could help improve oncology therapy decisions.134

135

2 Results136

2.1 Dynamics and Statics in Vital Primary Samples137

We initiated pilot experiments with vital patient-derived tumour explants138

of two tumour identities (both carcinoma, four samples from the breast and139

12 from the uterine cervix) to prove that cell motility can be recognised by140

cell and nucleus shape. Cancer cells are tracked during a six-hour observa-141

tion period in 3D in primary tumours with live stains via the nucleus with142

a spinning disk microscope [12, 24, 25]. After the dynamic experiment, we143

observed the cell shapes in fixed tumour tissues using an actin-skeleton stain.144

In explants of eight of 16 patients, we find multiple regions with motile cancer145

cells. Moreover, besides the explants with cancer cell clusters that are solely146

jammed, we find explants with heterogeneous cell clusters that display regions147

of jammed and unjammed cancer cells proving that cancer cell unjamming148

occurs in solid tumours.149

Motile regions are characterised by cells squeezing through their neighbours,150

clearly visible by nuclei elongations, see Fig. 2 C and video in the supplement.151

In motile regions, nuclei tracks cross each other and the displacements exceed152

cell size. In contrast, non-motile regions exhibit vanishing nucleus movement153

and only show small fluctuations around their positions, see Fig. 3 A. Motile,154

unjammed areas are fundamentally different to healthy epithelium, which155

is jammed everywhere [26]. We measured the mean nucleus displacement156

relative to next neighbours (cage-relative MSD) during a 3-hour period. The157

non-motile areas exhibit cage-relative MSDs not exceeding an average cell158
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radius (8 µm) after 3 hours (Fig. 3 A). Furthermore, the median relative dis-159

tance travelled in motile regions is significantly higher than every movement160

in the area with non-motile cells (2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (2sKS) test:161

p < 0.0001, see Fig. 3 A). 150-minute trajectories of the nucleus centres are162

depicted as yellow lines in Fig. 2 A. Cancer cells can move fluid-like in the163

unjammed regions, while in the jammed regions, cancer cells are frozen in164

their position as in a heterogeneous solid or glass.165

To connect cell motility and (static) morphology of cancer cells, nucleus166

tracking data were analysed in an exemplary breast cancer explant from our167

primary samples with motile and non-motile regions and evaluated the 2D168

aspect ratios (AR) of the nuclei. Based on the tracks and a visual evaluation169

of three-dimensional videos (see supplemental information for vital breast170

cancer video of the sample shown in Fig. 2), regions of jammed and unjammed171

cells are characterised, see Fig. 3 B. The nuclear aspect ratios are indicated172

via colour-codes marked in their outlines for a spatial and temporal section of173

this sample displayed in Fig. 2 B. Comparing the static aspect ratios of the174

nuclei within the motile region with respect to the neighbouring non-motile175

region shows that motile cancer nuclei have significantly higher AR than the176

jammed nuclei (2sKS test, p < 0.0001), meaning that the motile cells have an177

elongated nucleus shape. A detailed look at the dynamics of two cells, one in178

the motile region and one in the adjacent jammed area, for an observation179

period of 35 minutes is shown in Fig. 2 C. The nucleus of the motile cell180

strongly deforms while the cancer cell actively squeezes itself through the181

dense microenvironment of other cancer cells in direct contact (green outline,182

Fig. 2 C). The jammed, round nucleus does not change its low AR over time183

and does not move (blue outline, Fig. 2 C). In agreement with our cage-184

relative MSD measurements, the displacement of the moving cell exceeds the185

average cell radius during the observation time of 35 minutes, shown in Fig.186

2 D. This demonstrates that a moving cancer cell squeezes through tissue187

has an elongated nucleus. The nuclei in the displayed image sequence are188

surrounded by the cells’ cytoplasm, which is not fluorescently labelled. Thus,189

the cytoplasm is not directly visible in our images. However, when a nucleus190

has to deform to squeeze through the dense matrix of neighbouring cells, the191

corresponding cell must deform, too. Accordingly, the deformation of the cell192

directly correlates with the nucleus, which is shown in Fig. 3 C. This leads193

to the conclusion that elongated cell and nucleus shapes are direct indicators194

for cancer cell motility. A motile cancer cell is not solely elongated by the195

surrounding cells in the investigated cell clusters. The effect is reciprocal. The196

surrounding cells, in turn, are equally deformed by the moving cells, which197

results in the collective cell unjamming phenomena observed in the vital198

tissue, compared to Movie S1.199

200
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2.2 Retrospective Study201

We combined cell and nucleus shape as measures of cancer cell motility into202

one Shape Index (SI), which was then evaluated in histopathological H&E-203

stained tissue sections in a retrospective study. SI measures ensemble cellular204

and nuclear shapes. Nucleus shapes are quantified by AR and cell shapes by205

so-called shape indices used in previous theoretical publications [15, 16, 27]206

(p = P/A0.5, where P are the perimeter and A the area of a cell segment), see207

Fig. 4 E. For a detailed explanation for the choice of quantitative measures,208

see Methods section. The SI is defined as the sum of the standardised median209

cell shape ¯̄pstand, variance of cell shape σ2stand
p , median nucleus aspect ratio210

¯̄ARstand
N and variance of nucleus aspect ratio σ2stand

ARN
:211

SI = ¯̄pstand + σ2stand
p + ¯̄ARstand

N + σ2stand
ARN

(1)

Since the cell shape indices and nucleus AR distributions are typically right-212

skewed (see Supplementary Methods), the median is used as a measure for213

the average in the bulk population. However, highly elongated shapes (cell,214

nucleus) in the tail of the distribution could also contain vital information215

about highly motile cells, which is why the variance from the mean is incorpo-216

rated to reflect the distribution width. We average overall cancer cells because217

this is the most robust measure and regions of elongated cells increase the218

median and the distribution width.219

A strong linear correlation between ensemble means of the nucleus aspect220

ratios and their standard deviation is observed. This relation is plotted for221

cases from the training and test collective in Fig. 3 D and indicates the amor-222

phous structure of the cancer cell clusters.223

To quantify nucleus densities, the average cell area in clusters ĀC is used as a224

measure since it indicates how much space a single nucleus has around itself225

with respect to the adjacent cells. Cell area is proportional to the inverse226

nucleus density AC ∼ 1/ρN . Standardisation was performed using the stan-227

dard deviations and means of a cohort of 530 consecutive cases received by228

the pathology Hamburg-West department and are therefore a representative229

sample, see Supplementary Table 1 for exact values. With these values, other230

researchers and physicians can standardise their data to apply the presented231

measures.232

Only cancer cell clusters in the digitised H&E-stained slides are considered to233

focus only on cancerous nucleus shapes, cell shapes and densities. The image234

analysis starts with a tissue segmentation into the cancer cell aggregates,235

stroma and white background, as depicted in Fig. 4 B. Nucleus shapes of the236

cancer cell cluster are extracted with the StarDist model [28], see Fig. 4 C.237

Utilising the nucleus segments as initialisation points and the edges of the238

cancer clusters as constraints, we employ a watershed algorithm to approxi-239

mate cell outlines. This results in cell outlines that lie between the nuclei and240

are constrained to the cancer cell cluster itself, see Fig. 4 D. For a detailed241
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description and benchmarking of the reliability of the algorithms, see Meth-242

ods, Supplementary Methods and Extended Data Fig. 4 and Supplementary243

Fig. 1.244

For our retrospective clinical study with breast cancer patients, a training set245

consisting of 688 patients and an independent test set with 692 patients are246

used, see Extended Data Table 1. The training set includes patients treated247

only with endocrine therapy and/or radiotherapy after surgery. In this group248

of patients, no one was treated with cytotoxic chemotherapy. This training249

collective is well suited to study distant metastasis with minimal treatment250

effects, which could distort the search for a correlation between cancer cell251

unjamming and distant metastasis. The independent test collective consists of252

cases where the patients were treated with chemotherapy or the therapy was253

not clearly documented. With this collective of 692 patients, the established254

hypothesis is validated in a broad ensemble of patients, see Extended Data255

Table 3. Chemotherapy may prevent some of these patients from distant256

metastasis. Nevertheless, the presented quantitative prognostic criteria are257

not therapy dependent (see descriptive statistics in Extended Data Table 2258

and 3, Supplementary Discussion and Cox models in Extended Data Tables 4259

and 5) and thus should correctly predict the patients with distant metastasis.260

For all patients in our retrospective study, the H&E-stained tissue sections261

of the solid tumours are evaluated for shape and density with respect to262

the clinical follow-up data. These data are summarised in the descriptive263

statistics in Tables S1, S2 and S3. To test the static parameters of cancer264

cell unjamming, i.e. motility, for their prognostic value to evaluate metastatic265

risk, distant metastases as discriminators are used to identify bad prognoses.266

However, only the overall death was documented in our clinical follow-up267

data, but not the reason thereof. As such, recorded patient deaths may not268

always be related to cancer or occur because of relapses resulting from surgi-269

cal or treatment errors. Thus, distant metastasis is a more reliable parameter270

for risk assessment with the given information, as it is a clear indication of271

tumour lethality caused by cancer cell motility.272

First, we analysed the parameter space of mean cell areas and SI in our273

training collective, see Fig. 5 A. We notice that an area characterised by274

round cells and nuclei (small SI) and high densities (small cell areas) is nearly275

free of distant metastases. Conceptually, this fits the jamming approach,276

which expects lower cellular motility with rounder nuclei and cells and high277

nuclear density, illustrated in Fig. 1 C. Extended Data Fig. 5 shows examples278

of histological images from the jammed and unjammed areas in the space279

of SI and ĀC
stand

shown in Fig. 5 A. Using this observation, two empirical280

boundaries were drawn to distinguish between high- and low-risk patients281

regarding distant metastases since there is currently no theoretical model of282

cell unjamming which incorporates both cell and nucleus shape together with283

density. The boundaries y1, y2 separate the space into a high-risk region and284

a low-risk region (y1 = ĀC
stand

= −0.3 · SI − 0.8; y2 = ĀC
stand

= −0.59)285

such that a point (SI, ĀC
stand

) above y1 until SI = −0.7 and above y2 from286
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SI = −0.7 is associated with a high risk of developing distant metastases and287

below with a low risk.288

Among the 688 patients in the training collective, our newly defined criteria289

identified 24 of a total of 30 patients who developed distant metastases,290

although the patient collective has an optimistic prognosis by today’s stan-291

dards since, based on receptor status, grade, and tumour size, among other292

factors, chemotherapy was not initiated, compare Extended Data Table 2.293

The Kaplan-Meier representation of the low- and high-risk groups in the294

training set (N = 688) in Fig. 5 B shows significant discrimination with a295

log-rank p-value of p = 0.0064 supporting our choice in prognostic parame-296

ters. Applying these decision boundaries to the independent test set of 692297

patients, the vast majority of distant metastases (29 out of a total 32 distant298

metastatic occurrences) are located in the high-risk area (Fig. 5 C). According299

to the Kaplan-Meier plot in Fig. 5 D, the prognostic power is significant with300

a log-rank p-value of p = 0.0022 (N = 692) and confirms the hypothesis that301

cancer cell unjamming can serve as an early predictor of distant metastatic302

risk. Since cell unjamming is a collective transition, it is an event where303

many cancer cells become motile and are potentially set free. However, the304

metastatic cascade contains many more complex steps. Thus, in practice, it305

is hard to establish a causal relation between unjamming and distant metas-306

tases. Nevertheless, we can demonstrate a strong correlation between cancer307

cell unjamming and relapses through distant metastasis as a first step.308

Notably, in both the training and the test set, low-risk and high-risk areas are309

not entirely correlated with lymph node status, see Fig 5 A, C. The patients310

with affected lymph nodes in the group with a good prognosis regarding311

the decision boundaries y1, y2 rarely develop distant metastasis. In both the312

training and the test set, 2/91 = 2.2 % developed metastases. In the poor313

prognosis group, we find 28/646 (4.3 %) patients that develop metastases but314

are lymph node-negative. In a more elaborate analysis in the supplement,315

we combine the information of the lymph node status with our measure.316

Together, we show that they give new information, which is especially good for317

finding a very safe good group in which no metastases occur after ∼10 years.318

Metastasis-free survival has a probability of 97% with a log-rank p = 10−4, see319

Fig. S5 B. Specifically, this means that physicians could send these patients320

home with a vanishingly low risk of recurrence. For the complete complemen-321

tary analysis, we refer to the supplementary discussion and Extended Data322

Fig. 1, 2 and 3. It is also shown via Cox models that the presented measure323

of unjamming is complementary to the lymph node status and other classical324

parameters of prognostication such as grade, tumour size and chemotherapy325

status. For this analysis, we also refer to the Supplementary Discussion, the326

descriptive statistics in Extended Data Table 2, 3 and the multivariable Cox327

model in Extended Data Table 5.328

329
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3 Discussion330

Distant metastasis is probably the hallmark of cancer [1, 29] we fear the331

most. Nevertheless, cancer cell motility only has a negligible impact on cur-332

rent diagnosis and prognosis, because of a lack of suitable histological or333

molecular markers [2]. For carcinoma, tumour biology discusses the epithelial-334

to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) as the onset of cancer cells becoming motile335

[30, 31]. However, cancer cells do not show a complete transition; instead,336

they assume a spectrum of transitional states [32, 33]. Thus, a molecular337

state defining cell motility has not been found so far. The detection of actual338

cell motility by squeezed cell and nucleus shapes in static pictures may be an339

essential tool to better understand the role of cancer cell motility in tumour340

progression. This approach allows for a mechanical evaluation of millions341

of cells on existing histology slides. Moreover, a deformed nucleus increases342

YAP-signalling [34], which triggers the cancer cells’ mechanosensitivity and343

thus fosters cell motility in dense tissues. Elongated cell and nucleus shapes344

correlate to increased cancer cell activity. They thus are a promising new345

marker in histology, which may not be surprising in the light of the already346

existing practice of nuclear grading [35] focusing on heterogeneity as a sign of347

deregulation.348

Considering the discussion whether cancer cell unjamming is shape or density-349

driven [13], our data show that cell and nucleus shape is a reliable indicator350

of unjammed motile regions in cancer cell clusters. In addition, the central351

mechanical role of the rigid cell nucleus, as has been demonstrated by nuclear352

jamming in the stroma [36], leads to a density effect. Nuclei close to each353

other foster jamming, which has not been considered in current physical354

models [12, 13]. At the same time, medical knowledge considers large nuclei355

with an increased nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio as dangerous due to increased356

proliferation [37].357

The correlation between cancer cell unjamming and distant metastasis indi-358

cates that unjamming is among the initial steps of the metastatic cascade.359

This may have particular prognostic relevance since new technologies such360

as liquid biopsies focus on the blood struggle to evaluate early-stage cancer361

[38]. Whereas cancer cell unjamming might be among the earliest steps in362

the metastatic cascade since distant metastasis requires much more than363

individual cell motility. It is only possible for cancer cells to escape from the364

depth of a cluster if unjamming occurs. The outer cells of our clusters are365

in contact with the fibrotic ECM, which is highly attractive to cancer cells366

through mechanotransduction and durotaxis as tumour promoters [39, 40].367

Besides steric confinements by the ECM, [17] the rim cells are additionally368

held back by extended differential adhesion [41] and elongated cell shapes369

can indicate a higher tissue surface tension. However, unjammed branches of370

the clusters moving into the ECM also have more elongated shapes [22] and371

larger cancer cells [42]. Cancer cells at the cluster rim are not jammed with372

respect to single-cell escape into the ECM. Thus, carcinomas disseminate373

cancer cells very early on [43], which may target the nearby lymph nodes.374
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Many cancer cells are located within small clusters, at least in the 2D section375

plane of histological images. In these clusters, 64 % of the cancer cells are376

outer cells and 36 % are bulk cells. Unjamming within the cell clusters thus377

can additionally transform more than 1/3 of the cancer cells into motile cells.378

More importantly, unjamming changes the quality of cancer cell escape. While379

the outer cancer cells can escape in a process similar to evaporation as single380

cells [17, 22], unjamming of the inner cells permits collective escape of cancer381

cell aggregates as described by flocking [23, 44] or by active nematics [45, 46].382

Notably, several reports show that cancer cell escape in clusters leads to an383

apparent increase in cancer aggressiveness and worsens prognosis [47–49].384

The possible boost in cancer cell escape through unjamming could strongly385

indicate increased metastatic risk. This may explain why unjamming is com-386

plementary to the nodal status. Unjamming concerns a general increase in387

invasive cancer cells and supports pathways for distant metastasis that bypass388

the lymph nodes. The invasion of nearby lymph nodes can already occur389

with a few motile cancer cells that only migrate locally and are supported390

by lymphangiogenesis [1]. This agrees with recent findings that lymph node391

status cannot predict distant metastasis correctly [11, 50].392

The presented prognostic index describes cancer cell unjamming and is393

well suited for the clinic because of its simplicity and since it only requires394

digitised H&E-stained slides, readily available in clinical routine. The com-395

plementarity to the nodal status can lead to better diagnosis by correcting396

for the uncertainty in the prognosis by the nodal status and thereby reduce397

over-treatment, which is still a problem [51]. In the test collective, we could398

reliably distinguish a group of 31 per cent of all patients at very low risk for399

distant metastasis (training collective: 37 per cent). Noteworthy, 20 per cent400

of all patients in the low-risk groups are lymph node-positive. In the group401

of 62 patients that developed distant metastasis, only 44 per cent exhibit a402

lymph node-positive status. 85 per cent (80 per cent in the training collective,403

91 per cent in the test collective) of all patients with metastases are in the404

group where histology indicates cancer unjamming. Our data suggest that405

cancer cell unjamming is of prognostic relevance and is complementary to406

the prognostic information given by the nodal status. Thus, we hope that407

our results will gain enough clinical attention so that clinical studies will408

further determine the prognostic potential of unjamming. We are committed409

to making our findings clinically useful. In order to fully explore the potential410

of cancer cell unjamming, we plan to establish a public domain website where411

clinicians can send us their histological data for an initial evaluation, which412

will hopefully trigger clinical studies on other solid tumour types.413

Unjammed cells are found in embryonic tissue development [20]. When devel-414

opment is finished, jamming freezes the tissue in its state. Thus, healthy415

tissue might already be close to a cell unjamming transition and pathological416

changes such as neoplasia may induce this transition in cancer as an early step417

to disseminate significant amounts of cells into the human body. Therefore,418

we anticipate that cell unjamming must be considered an essential element in419
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tumour progression.420

421
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Fig. 1 Primary breast cancer stained for actin (green) and DNA (red). White lines empha-
sise nuclei and cell outlines. The left column (A) contains more roundish cells and nuclei,
while the right column (B) contains more elongated cells and nuclei. Both samples are packed
close to volume fraction one. (C) Schematic of a state diagram connecting cellular tissue
structure with collective cancer cell motility. Nuclei are depicted in purple, and cells are
colour-coded by a blue to green heat map, where blue indicates a jammed state and green a
motile state. Note that the diagram does not reflect a linear increase in motility. The region
where blue turns to green depicts the area where we expect that the cell unjamming transi-
tions occurs. The abscissa varies the Shape Index defined in Equation 1, reflecting ensemble
cellular and nuclear shapes. The ordinate varies the number density.
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Fig. 2 Squeezing events in primary carcinoma. (A) Vital explant of a primary mamma
carcinoma stained with a vital DNA stain. Yellow lines indicate the tracks of the movement
of the nuclei in a 150-minute time interval. A region of uncorrelated cell motion in the lower
middle of the sample becomes visible. This region is surrounded by jammed cells. (B) Cell
nuclei were segmented and their corresponding aspect ratio was colour coded according to
the colour map on the right side (red: high AR, elongated: green: small AR, round). The
region of motile cells exhibits more elongated nuclei shapes with respect to the surrounding
neighbours. The analysis is for the same sample as in A for a xy-plane in the middle of the
sample. (C) Zoom of an individual track of a cell nucleus within the region of the motile
cancer cells (green outlines) and one track of a cell nucleus within the border of jammed cells
(blue outlines). The observation time is 35 minutes displayed in 5 minutes time steps. The
moving cell is actively deforming and elongating itself, while the resting one exhibits rather
a constant round shape. (D) Distance moved for the moving cell (green) and the resting
cell (blue). The displacement of the moving cell steadily increases until its nucleus shape
remains constant and the displacement exceeds a typical cell radius (dashed red, 8µm). The
displacement of the resting cell increases for the first 15 minutes, which is due to fluctuations
within the cage formed by the surrounding cells.
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Fig. 3 Quantification of the motile and non-motile region by cage-relative MSDs. (A)
Measured mean displacements within 3 hours relative to nearest neighbours. Comparison
between motile (n = 22) and jammed regions (n = 22) in primary carcinoma (mamma,
cervix) yields 2sKS test p < 0.0001. (B) Static nuclei aspect ratios of primary mamma
carcinoma explant (shown in Fig. 2) are different in motile (n = 36) and jammed regions
(n = 145). 2sKS test: p < 0.0001. (C) Direct linear correlation between the nucleus and
cell aspect ratios, measured in primary mamma and cervix carcinoma. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient: r = 0.73. (D) Correlation between mean and variance of the nuclei aspect ratios
measured in H&E-stained breast cancer sections. One dot corresponds to one tissue micro-
array (TMA) core, e.g., one patient from either training or test collective (N = 1380).
Correlation coefficient: r = 0.79.
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Fig. 4 Image analysis of H&E-stained breast cancer sections. (A) Representative native
H&E-stained tissue of one TMA core corresponding to one patient. (B) Tissue Segmentation:
Red outlines corresponds to cancer, light blue mask to stroma. (C) Nuclei segmentation
within cancer region (red outline within green square in B). (D) Cell outline approximation
within cancer region (red outline within green square in B). (E) Quantification of nucleus
shape through ARs and cell shapes through shape indices.
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Fig. 5 Clinical evaluation of biomechanical observables (cell area, nuclear and cell shapes)
in the collective treated with radiation and endocrine therapy only (training set, N = 688)
and in the collective of the remaining cases (test set, N = 692). Top column for (A) the

training set and (C) the test set: Standardised cell area (ĀC

stand
) is plotted against the

Shape Index (SI). Metastases are the red triangles. Controls are the grey circles. A blue
dot inside the markers indicates lymph node-positive cases. The dotted line represents the
decision boundaries defined in the main text. Bottom column for (B) the training set and
(D) the test set: Kaplan Meier plot for the high-risk group (above the decision boundary
from (A) and (C)) in red and low-risk group in blue. Log-rank p-value training set p =
0.0064 and test set p = 0.0022.
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4 Methods616

Vital primary sample preparation We obtained primary samples of cer-617

vical and breast tumours immediately after surgery. Patients were asked for618

their participation through an approved ethics votes (cervix ethics vote No.619

090-10-19042010, breast ethics vote No. 073-13-11032013). The samples were620

classified as tumour tissue by pathologists at Leipzig University Hospital.621

Samples were transported in a buffer solution based on Ringer’s Lactate622

Solution. The basis for the Modified Ringer Tissue Buffer is a Ringer’s623

lactate solution (B. Braun Medical AG, Cat.No. 3325950, Approval No.624

6724011.00.00) supplemented with 5% [w/v] glucose monohydrate and 1%625

Antibiotic-Antimycotic Solution (PAA, Cat.No. P11- 002) to prevent possi-626

ble contamination. To find cancer cell clusters amidst the stroma and adipose627

tissue, samples were cut into pieces of approximately half millimetre size and628

stored in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM). These pieces were629

then analysed under the microscope to identify cancerous cell clusters. Can-630

cer cell clusters were separated from the surrounding tissue and subsequently631

transferred into a 384-well plate with microscopy bottom (Cat.No 88416,632

Ibidi) filled with DMEM medium and 0.2 µM of SiR-DNA (Cat.No: SC007,633

Spirochrome) using a 200 µl pipette tip and microscopic vision. Multiple pieces634

of the same sample were put in one well and independently imaged since they635

mostly kept their positions.636

Live imaging of primary samples637

We used water immersion objectives to achieve a high NA with Zeiss Immer-638

sol W 2010 (Cat.No 444969-0000-000). To keep the immersion for long-term639

observations, the pieces should not be too far from each other. We typically640

used 2x2 wells of the 384-well plate for imaging.641

For vital nuclei staining, we use SiR-DNA, which is minimally toxic (for con-642

centrations< 0.25µM [52]; we use 0.2µM). The excitation wavelength is around643

652 nm. In this far-red illumination regime, phototoxic damage to the cells644

is minimal. To ensure a stable fluorescence signal, the samples were kept in645

medium containing 0.2 µM SiR-DNA during observation.646

For vital imaging, we used the ZEISS Axio Observer equipped with a Yoko-647

gawa CSU-X1A 5000 spinning disk confocal scan unit. Fluorescence signals648

were recorded every 5 or 7.5 minutes for an observation period of 6 hours.649

The ZEISS Live Cell Imaging (LCI) Plan-Neofluar 25x/0.8 objective (Cat.No.650

420851-9972-000) was used as it provides an appropriate field of view.651

In order to account for occasionally occurring whole-sample drift and rota-652

tion, registration of the 4D stacks (t, x, y, z) was performed with a653

MATLAB algorithm explained in the Appendix of Grosser et al. [12]654

(https://github.com/steffengrosser/smart-3D-registration-2019).655

To be able to dynamically look at the trajectories of the cancer cells of the pri-656

mary tumours, 3D live tracking of the nuclei was performed using open-source657

image analysis software TrackMate [53]. Here, we used a spot size of 10 µm and658

a threshold of 0.5. The detected spots were linked from frame to frame using659

the TrackMate LAP Tracker, which penalises inter-spot differences in median660
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spot intensity, standard deviation of intensity and estimated spot diameter.661

This ensures accurate cell tracking even when the cells are closely passed by662

each other and avoids tracks to flip between cells. The maximum allowed link-663

ing distance was adjusted for every primary sample, such that the maximally664

allowed step size was slightly larger than the corresponding maximal frame-665

to-frame velocities. The quality of the resulting tracks was verified by visual666

inspection. Tracks shorter than ten frames were excluded from the analysis.667

To quantify the cell displacements, we calculate cage-relative (relative to the668

nearest neighbours) mean squared displacements (MSD) over time using nuclei669

tracking. Cage-relative calculations enable us to measure single-cell motility,670

not collective cell motion. From the cage-relative MSDs, we calculate the mean671

distance travelled per cell at a specific time t as
√

MSD(t).672

Nucleus shape quantification in primary samples673

To measure the static aspect ratios of the nuclei, nuclei segmentation of static674

images for z = const. and t = const. was performed with the open-source675

image analysis library StarDist in Python - which utilises the predominant676

star convex shapes of nuclei together with CNN learning [28] - using the pre-677

trained model for fluorescence images. Falsely segmented nuclei were corrected678

by hand. The aspect ratios were calculated as AR = a/b, where a is the major679

axis length and b the minor axis length of the ellipse that has the same nor-680

malised second central moments as the segmented region.681

Combined nucleus and cell shape imaging in primary samples682

After live imaging, some tumour explants were fixated with 4% [w/v]683

paraformaldehyde in PBS for 30 min. Fixated tissue was washed with PBS684

and stored in 1% solution of Triton-X 100 for ≥ 24 h, resulting in higher trans-685

parency and a better intaking of the fluorophore. Tumour pieces were then686

stained in Alexa-Fluor 488 Phalloidin actin staining for 24 h, then stored in687

IMM mounting medium (ibidi) to reduce the fluorophores’ photobleaching to688

increase visibility by optical clearing. Imaging was carried out using a Leica689

TCS SP2 laser scanning microscope with a Leica HC PL APO 20X/0.7 CS690

Corr IMM objective. The refractive index of the mounting medium is measured691

with a refractometer to n = 1.445. To avoid any refractive index mismatch692

between mounting medium and immersion medium, an 80%/20% glycerol/wa-693

ter mixture (n = 1.45) as immersion medium was used.694

Patients for retrospective study695

For our retrospective clinical study, we investigated 1380 breast cancer cases696

in total. The nucleus and cell shape analyses were based on H&E-stained697

digitised tissue sections of the corresponding primary tumours. Patients were698

informed and asked by an ethic informed consent, which is approved by the699

ethics commission of the Ärztekammer Hamburg (‘Medical Council Hamburg’)700

with processing number PV2946. The classification for the considered cases701

was done according to WHO histological classification of tumours of the breast,702

3rd edition of 2003, which follows the TNM classification according to UICC in703

terms of grading and staging. All data used for this study comes from female704

patients. The sex of the patients was evaluated by the clinic by specification.705
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In the descriptive statistics in Extended Data Table 1, all available informa-706

tion can be extracted.707

H&E-staining and imaging of breast cancer tissue708

H&E staining of patient breast cancer tissue was performed following standard709

protocols. H&E staining was performed using the Leica ST4040 automat. We710

attached the ”HE Hand.docx” (Data S1) file, which contains the composition711

of the staining solution and ”HE Automat.docx” (Data S2) file, which con-712

tains the sequence. The formalin-fixated breast cancer tissue sections were then713

optically inspected and digitised using the Panoramic 1000 Flash IV Scanner714

of 3DHISTECH with a Zeiss Plan Apochromat 40x objective.715

Digital image acquisition and analysis716

The raw data of 18 tissue micro-arrays – each containing about 100 histological717

images of breast cancer - are available as MIRAX (.mrxs) files. We open each718

file with QuPath [54] and export the single TMA cores, which were annotated719

semi-automatically as .tiff. Each core, corresponding to one patient, approxi-720

mately has a diameter of 1200 µm and a µm-to-pixel ratio of 0.249.721

We filtered out patients that (1) had H&E-stained images with less than 200722

cancer cells - that is the total number of nuclei found in the regions that our723

algorithms labelled as cancer cell clusters (explained below) –, and (2) those724

for which no clear distinction between cancerous and other areas could be725

made, e.g. no clear separation between breast cancer clusters and intermesh-726

ing clusters of cancer-associated fibroblasts was possible, and (3), those whose727

tissue has slipped out of the focus of the scanner. As orienting information, it728

is helpful to know that for all 1380 remaining cases, the mean (± SD) cancer729

cell number per patient amounts to 3026 (±1803). To analyse the shapes of730

cancer nuclei and cells, we use nuclei segmentation of the StarDist algorithm731

using the pre-trained model of the developers for H&E-stained images [28]. In732

StarDist, every nucleus segmentation is assigned a probability of its accuracy.733

We use the suggested 0.69 probability threshold for robust results. We have734

also tried lower thresholds, as some nuclei are not found at the 0.69 thresh-735

old. However, nuclei were segmented incorrectly and the shapes of the nuclei736

were often wrong, which is why we decided to use the 0.69 threshold recom-737

mended by the developers. Furthermore, distinct nuclei from different z-planes738

can optically overlap in stained tissue sections. The software can account for739

this to a certain degree by an overlap estimation. We allow an overlap of 30%740

of the nucleus area.741

Tissue segmentation742

To quantify only the shapes of nuclei and cells that are cancerous, we have743

developed a custom MATLAB algorithm, we call Tissue Segmentation (TS),744

that distinguishes cancerous tissue from stroma, immune cells, and adipose tis-745

sue. TS uses a copy of the mask of segmented nuclei M, that is 1 for nuclei and746

0 otherwise. First, the nuclei of potential immune cells are coarsely filtered by747

identifying nuclei with a radius smaller than 5µm, an aspect ratio smaller than748

1.2 and densely packed compared to surrounding nuclei. Density was quanti-749

fied by distance densities between nuclei. Accordingly, only immune cells that750
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exist in joint clusters are filtered. Immune cells that are, for example, isolated751

in the midst of cancerous tissue are not filtered. However, the statistics of the752

nuclear and cellular shapes of the cancerous tissue are hardly touched by these753

single immune cells since their occurrence is rare. Potential nuclei of fibroblasts754

are also coarsely filtered out of M by identifying nuclei that exhibit AR > 2.1.755

The remaining nuclei on the mask M are morphologically dilated, resulting756

in contiguous areas. Contiguous territories with an area that is smaller than757

(11µm)2 · π are typically groups of fibroblasts and are deleted from M. Subse-758

quently, M is smoothed by thresholding the convolution of the binary matrix759

M with a 5µm times 5µm mask with all entries equal to 1/(5µm2). The result-760

ing mask marks the cancerous regions. For measurements, nuclei that were761

filtered in M but lie in the cancer mask are considered since they were just762

deleted for morphological operations.763

Qualitatively, results of the TS algorithm were independently verified by764

pathologists from the Hamburg-West Pathology Department. Quantitatively,765

we annotated the H&E images of 43 patients. For this purpose, we anno-766

tated five areas of representative cancer cell clusters and three representative767

areas each in which there are no cancer cells for each H&E image correspond-768

ing to one patient. Annotations were independently validated as being correct769

by pathologists at Pathology Hamburg-West. In the next step, we compared770

the regions annotated by hand with the regions of the TS algorithm. Here,771

we compared the masks the algorithm found with the annotated ones, which772

is illustrated for one case in Extended Data Fig. 4. For cancer (non-cancer)773

regions, we calculate for each annotated cancer (non-cancer) cluster the frac-774

tion of the sum of pixels the algorithm found in that region correctly divided775

by the actual pixel number of that region. The median (± median absolute776

deviation (MAD)) ratio of the cancer regions found by the algorithm and the777

annotated cancer regions is 0.95±0.04. The corresponding median (±MAD)778

for regions with no cancer is 0.97±0.03.779

Cell and nucleus shape quantification780

The StarDist algorithm has provided us with a binary mask labelling nuclei.781

The TS algorithm results in a mask that identifies the cancerous regions.782

Combining these two masks, we approximate the cell boundaries in H&E783

images using the marker-based watershed algorithm [55]. The quality of the784

approximation is quantified in the supplement. Using these cell boundaries, we785

calculate the so-called cell shape index with, where P is the perimeter of the786

approximated cell boundary and A the area. P is computed using the MAT-787

LAB in-built function regionprops, which calculates the distance between each788

adjoining pair of pixels around the border of the region. Thus, small values of789

p correspond to roundish cells while large values correspond to elongated cells.790

We quantify nucleus shapes by the aspect ratio of the major and minor axis791

length of the ellipse that has the same normalised second central moments as792

the nuclei segments. We use aspect ratios for nuclei shape quantification as793

most nuclei are convex and aspect ratio is a robust measure for these shapes.794

We use the cell shape indices for cell shape quantification as cells are often795
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non-convex and aspect ratios might not capture the true shape of a cell. It is796

also a common measure for cell shape quantification [15, 16].797

For the Shape Index (SI) and mean cell areas ĀC , standardisation of variables798

was performed with respect to the means and standard deviations of a cohort799

of 530 cases which were consecutively received by the Pathology Hamburg-800

West: (X − X̄)/σX , where X denotes, for example, the ensemble median of801

nucleus aspect ratios or cell shape indices. The exact values for standardisation802

can be found in Supplementary Table 1. Cell and nucleus shapes correspond803

to cell segments smaller than (1µm)2 ·π or larger than (28µm)2 ·π are filtered804

since they often belong to falsely approximated cell outlines.805

Statistical analysis806

Two-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (2sKS) Test : The 2sKS test is a non-807

parametric hypothesis test that assesses the difference between the cumulative808

distribution functions of the distributions of the two samples. The test statistic809

is defined as D∗ = maxx{F1(x)−F2(x)} where F1(x) (F2(x)) is the proportion810

of x1 (x2) values less than or equal to x. For this sake, we use the MATLAB811

built-in function kstest2.812

Kaplan-Meier estimator : This estimator is a non-parametric statistic used to813

define survival probabilities from lifetime data. The estimator is defined as814

Ŝ(t) = Σi:ti≤t

(

1− di

ai

)

, where ti are time steps where at least one event hap-815

pened, di is the number of events at ti and ni is the number of individuals816

known to have no event until time ti.817

Log-rank (Lr) Test : The Lr test is a non-parametric hypothesis test with null-818

hypothesis that the groups are sampled from the same population. The test819

statistic is defined as χ2(logrank) =
m
∑

i=1

(Oi−Ei)
2

Ei

, where m is the number of820

groups, Oi the total number of observed events and Ei the total number of821

expected events.822

Fisher’s Exact Test : Fisher’s exact Test is a nonparametric test for testing the823

null hypothesis that no nonrandom associations exist between two categorical824

variables. The alternative hypothesis is that there is a nonrandom association825

between the variables. We use the MATLAB built-in function fishertest.826

Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC): PCC is calculated by the covariance827

of two data arrays divided by the product of their standard deviations. We use828

the MATLAB built-in function corrcoef.829

Median Absolute Deviation (MAD): We calculate the median absolute devia-830

tion by taking the median of the absolute value of the differences of the data831

from its median, that is ¯̄(x-¯̄)x, where x is a data vector and the double bar832

denotes the median.833

Cox proportional hazard model : The Cox model defines the hazard for an indi-834

vidual i as hi(t) = h0(t) · e
Xi(t)·β , where h0 is the baseline hazard, Xi is the835

vector of covariate values for individual i and β is the coefficient vector. For836

Cox analyses we use the MATLAB built-in function coxphfit.837
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5 Extended Data838

Extended Data Fig. 1: Stratification of all available cases (training and839

test set combined, N = 1380) by (A) the decision boundary in the space of840

SI and Āstand
C presented in the main text and (B) the lymph node status (if841

one or more lymph nodes are invaded the patients are in the group of high842

risk). Y-axis shows the probability of the Kaplan-Meier estimator of developing843

metastasis over time.844
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Extended Data Fig. 2: Stratification of (A) all lymph node-negative cases845

and (B) all lymph node-positive cases by the decision boundary in the space846

of SI and Āstand
C presented in the main text. Y-axis shows the probability of847

the Kaplan-Meier estimator of developing metastasis over time.848
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Extended Data Fig. 3: Stratification of all available cases (N = 1380) com-849

bining lymph node status and the decision boundary presented in the main850

text. (A) The high-risk group are the cases above the decision boundary pre-851

sented in the main text and have at least one lymph node invasion. The low-risk852

group are the cases that lie below the decision boundary or are lymph node-853

negative. (B) The high-risk group are the cases that lie above the decision854

boundary presented in the main text or have at least one lymph node invasion.855

The low-risk group are the cases that lie below the decision boundary and are856

lymph node-negative.857

Y-axis shows the probability of the Kaplan-Meier estimator of developing858

metastasis over time.859
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Extended Data Fig. 4: Illustration of comparing annotated tissue type and860

the tissue type found by the TS algorithm. (A) Red: Cancerous regions found861

by TS algorithm; white: background; blue: stroma found by TS algorithm.862

(B) Annotations for benchmarking the TS algorithm. Red annotated regions863

represent cancerous regions, while blue annotated regions represent regions864

with no cancer cells.865
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Extended Data Fig. 5: Unedited histological images are shown for the case866

of jammed cell clusters (left, outlined in blue) and unjammed cell clusters867

(right, outlined in red). The corresponding positions within the empirical phase868

diagram from the training set from the main text are indicated by coloured869

squares. Scale bar is 30 µm.870
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All Training set Test set p-Value
Number of patients 1380 688 692
Age 0.0005
Mean 57.45 58.25 56.64
Standard deviation 8.68 8.51 8.78
Range 26-70 29-70 26-70
Grade
1 410 (0.297) 287 (0.417) 123 (0.178)
2 771 (0.559) 391 (0.568) 380 (0.549)
3 175 (0.127) 7 (0.01) 168 (0.243)
Missing Information 24 (0.017) 3 (0.004) 21 (0.03)
Tumor Diameter < 0.0001
Mean 1.66 1.32 2.01
Standard deviation 1.01 0.56 1.23
Range 0-12 0.2-4.5 0-12
Lymphnode Status < 0.0001
0 1061 (0.769) 623 (0.906) 438 (0.633)
1 312 (0.226) 64 (0.093) 248 (0.358)
Missing Information 7 (0.005) 1 (0.001) 6 (0.009)
Lymph Nodes Affected < 0.0001
Mean 3.71 1.36 4.51
Standard deviation 5.07 2.70 5.43
Range 0-38 0-15 1-38
Estrogen Receptor Status < 0.0001
0 23 (0.017) 0 (0) 23 (0.033)
1 1354 (0.981) 688 (1) 666 (0.962)
Missing Information 3 (0.002) 0 (0) 3 (0.004)
Progesterone Receptor Status < 0.0001
0 161 (0.117) 56 (0.081) 105 (0.152)
1 1213 (0.879) 631 (0.917) 582 (0.841)
Missing Information 6 (0.004) 1 (0.001) 5 (0.007)
Her2/Neu Receptor Status < 0.0001
0 1018 (0.738) 589 (0.856) 429 (0.62)
1 42 (0.03) 8 (0.012) 34 (0.049)
Missing Information 320 (0.232) 91 (0.132) 229 (0.331)
Endocrine Therapy Status < 0.0001
0 47 (0.034) 0 (0) 47 (0.068)
1 904 (0.655) 688 (1) 216 (0.312)
Missing Information 429 (0.311) 0 (0) 429 (0.62)
Chemotherapy Status < 0.0001
0 741 (0.537) 688 (1) 53 (0.077)
1 204 (0.148) 0 (0) 204 (0.295)
Missing Information 435 (0.315) 0 (0) 435 (0.629)

Extended Data Table 1: Descriptive statistics of all cases (training and test871

set combined), the training set and the text set.872
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Training set Low risk High risk p-Value
Number of patients 688 257 431
Age 0.40
Mean 58.25 57.54 58.66
Standard deviation 8.51 8.88 8.27
Range 29-70 29-70 32-70
Grade
1 287 (0.417) 158 (0.615) 129 (0.299)
2 391 (0.568) 98 (0.381) 293 (0.68)
3 7 (0.01) 1 (0.004) 6 (0.014)
Missing Information 3 (0.004) 0 (0) 3 (0.007)
Tumor Diameter 0.03
Mean 1.32 1.22 1.38
Standard deviation 0.56 0.46 0.60
Range 0.2-4.5 0.2-3.5 0.3-4.5
Lymphnode Status 0.03
0 623 (0.906) 240 (0.934) 383 (0.889)
1 64 (0.093) 16 (0.062) 48 (0.111)
Missing Information 1 (0.001) 1 (0.004) 0 (0)
Lymph Nodes Affected 0.80
Mean 1.36 0.59 1.55
Standard deviation 2.70 0.62 2.98
Range 0-15 0-2 0-15
Estrogen Receptor Status
1 688 (1) 257 (1) 431 (1)
Progesterone Receptor Status 0.41
0 56 (0.081) 18 (0.07) 38 (0.088)
1 631 (0.917) 238 (0.926) 393 (0.912)
Missing Information 1 (0.001) 1 (0.004) 0 (0)
Her2/Neu Receptor Status 0.72
0 589 (0.856) 225 (0.875) 364 (0.845)
1 8 (0.012) 2 (0.008) 6 (0.014)
Missing Information 91 (0.132) 30 (0.117) 61 (0.142)
Endocrine Therapy Status 1
1 688 (1) 257 (1) 431 (1)
Chemotherapy Status 1
0 688 (1) 257 (1) 431 (1)

Extended Data Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the training set and the873

low-risk and high-risk groups resulting from the decision boundary in the space874

of SI and Āstand
C presented in the main text.875
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876

Test set Low risk High risk p-Value
Number of patients 692 215 477
Age 1.00
Mean 56.64 56.92 56.52
Standard deviation 8.78 8.38 8.96
Range 26-70 35-70 26-70
Grade
1 123 (0.178) 58 (0.27) 65 (0.136)
2 380 (0.549) 116 (0.54) 264 (0.553)
3 168 (0.243) 34 (0.158) 134 (0.281)
Missing Information 21 (0.03) 7 (0.033) 14 (0.029)
Tumor Diameter 0.0004
Mean 2.01 1.74 2.13
Standard deviation 1.23 1.01 1.29
Range 0-12 0-6.5 0-12
Lymphnode Status 0.02
0 438 (0.633) 148 (0.688) 290 (0.608)
1 248 (0.358) 63 (0.293) 185 (0.388)
Missing Information 6 (0.009) 4 (0.019) 2 (0.004)
Lymph Nodes Affected 0.80
Mean 4.51 5.02 4.34
Standard deviation 5.43 6.32 5.10
Range 1-38 1-38 1-38
Estrogen Receptor Status 0.95
0 23 (0.033) 7 (0.033) 16 (0.034)
1 666 (0.962) 207 (0.963) 459 (0.962)
Missing Information 3 (0.004) 1 (0.005) 2 (0.004)
Progesterone Receptor Status 0.19
0 105 (0.152) 27 (0.126) 78 (0.164)
1 582 (0.841) 187 (0.87) 395 (0.828)
Missing Information 5 (0.007) 1 (0.005) 4 (0.008)
Her2/Neu Receptor Status 0.06
0 429 (0.62) 146 (0.679) 283 (0.593)
1 34 (0.049) 6 (0.028) 28 (0.059)
Missing Information 229 (0.331) 63 (0.293) 166 (0.348)
Endocrine Therapy Status 0.32
0 47 (0.068) 16 (0.074) 31 (0.065)
1 216 (0.312) 58 (0.27) 158 (0.331)
Missing Information 429 (0.62) 141 (0.656) 288 (0.604)
Chemotherapy Status 0.06
0 53 (0.077) 20 (0.093) 33 (0.069)
1 204 (0.295) 51 (0.237) 153 (0.321)
Missing Information 435 (0.629) 144 (0.67) 291 (0.61)

877

Extended Data Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the test set and the low-878

risk and high-risk groups resulting from the decision boundary in the space of879

SI and Āstand
C presented in the main text.880
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Coefficient b SE(b) exp(b) p
Jamming Threshold -1.25 0.36 0.29 5.15 ·10−4

Largest Tumor Diameter 0.18 0.11 1.20 0.10
Grade 0.04 0.15 1.05 0.77
Lymphnode Status 1.03 0.26 2.79 6.27·10−5

NPI 0.14 0.12 1.15 0.24
Chemotherapy 0.67 0.29 1.96 0.02

Extended Data Table 4: Univariable Cox proportional hazard models for881

the Jamming Threshold, the largest tumour diameter dt, the grade, the lymph882

node status, the NPI and the chemotherapy.883
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Coefficient b SE(b) exp(b) p
Jamming Threshold -1.19 0.36 0.30 0.0011
Largest Tumor Diameter 0.11 0.15 1.12 0.4557
Grade -0.22 0.19 0.80 0.2491
Lymphnode Status 0.82 0.28 2.27 0.0034
Chemotherapy 0.34 0.35 1.41 0.3287

Extended Data Table 5: Multivariable Cox model compares the Jamming884

approach with established prognostic markers. Multivariable Cox proportional885

hazard model for the Jamming Threshold (1 if under the decision boundaries886

presented in the main text, 0 otherwise), the largest tumour diameter, the887

grade and the lymph node status (1 if one ore more nodes are infiltrated, 0888

otherwise). Likelihood Ratio Test p = 1.29 · 10−5.889
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